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Plan
• Superfluidity and superconductivity of  condensate of complex 

scalar field (in potential well) & singlet 1S0 nn- and pp- Cooper 
pairings 

• Condensates of vector boson fields (non-magnetic, diamagnetic, 
paramagnetic responses, ferromagnetic superfluidity and superconductivity)

• Triplet pairing in various systems, e.g. 3P2 nn –pairing, 3P2  pp 
and 3S1 np triplet pairings



Superfluidity and superconductivity of complex scalar field 
placed in rectangular scalar pot. well U+e.m. field Aµ (for charged fields),

charge (electron)
chemical potential

Static mean-field (condensate) solution  for 

Uniform rotation acts as uniform magnetic fieldv=[ω X r] A=(1/2) [H X r]

<0



Put e=0, µ=0, consider semi-infinite matter   x<0, 

x0=0

Magnetic and scalar fields decouple
(nonmagnetic superfluid)

& Ginzburg-Pitaevskii  description of superfluid  4He

No neutral complex scalar fields in nuclear systems, but model is realized as 

Neutral complex scalar field+external mag. field  H=const

αT (T) changes sign in ctitical point, e.g. at T near Tc

Ginzburg-Landau model for 1S0 nn pairing in nuclei and NS, 

αT (T) = α0 (Tc –T); α0 ,b(T), c(T)=const>0  in mean-field treatment   

For H=const, =H

Free-energy density

↔

size dx→ꝏ

Fluctuations for T near Tc in a fluctuation region and change aT (T) and bT (T)  



Ginzburg criterion: W~exp(-δF(T)Vm/T),
energy loss δ F~ α2(T-Tc)2/b, minimal length lφ~1/(Tc-T)1/2

when at T=Tfl fluctuation of order parameter formed in a minimal 
volume Vm~lφ3  is probable (W~1). 

Fluctuations dominate for T near Tcr in a fluctuation region, 
estimated by Ginzburg number Gi = |Tc –Tfl |/Tc 

For metalic superconductors fluctuation region is very 
narrow,  Gi ~(typically) 10-8 <<1, for superfluid 4He, 3He and 
for baryonic matter (strong interaction)  Gi~O(1/10-1) 

renormalization of mean-field coefficients
in  4He Cv diverges only logarithmically          free energy density

Fluctuations near critical point, scalar order parameter



Typical length scales: 

Ginzburg-Landau parameter >>1

For

Meissner/Higgs effect

2-order superconductor, Abrikosov mixed phase

Gibbs free energy density 
in external mag. field H 

Charged static complex scalar field +H=const 
in semi-infinite matter   x<0, 

cf. Ginzburg-Landau
free energy

with

α (T) = α0 (Tc –T); α0>0

Magnetic                  and scalar fields couple

Κ=lh/lφ=



System looses  uniformity:  filamentary-vortex-structure for H c1 <H<H c2 , 

Abrikosov triangular lattice:

Vortices: surface energy is negative at 

Filaments - quantum vortices

Gap of singlet pairing ↔ complex scalar field φ

Aharonov-Bohm effect



Consequences of pairing in NS

Glitches and m.b. star quakes in pulsars

NS cooling is sensitive to pairing  (especially to 3P2 nn and 
1S0 pp)

R-mode damping in millisecond pulsars (they have ~10 times 
smaller frequencies compared with that could be, shear and bulk 
viscosities depend on presence/absence  of superfluidity)

Population of magnetic field in NS & superfluidity and then 
time-decay at >104 yr

Rotation & superfluidity



Pairing in nuclei

Gezerlis, Bertsch,Luo, PR 106, 252502, 2011

Influence on moments of inertia



Neutron gas with Zeeman coupling. Ferromagnetism. 

In this model ferromagnetic tr. is not realized at densities reachable in NS 

spin-spin coupling

In presence of π0 condensate,  η→ ηef due to axial anomaly  term, then m.b. 
averaged nucleon spin ≠ 0 

Zeeman term

Even for H=0:

Spin

Relation between ferromagnetism and superfluidity (?)
Gap of triplet pairing ↔ complex vector field φ



Condensates of complex vector fields 

ρ± meson condensation in dense isospin-asymmetric matter, if effective ρ mass 
decreases with density n, 
cf. below A phase of vector cond.

ρ± meson condensation in strong magnetic field H~1020 G in vacuum, 
cf. B phase of vector cond.

W± condensation in strong magnetic field H~1024 G , cf. below B phase
Examples:

General consideration of  triplet NN pairing and pairing in various materials, cf.

Spin



Let us for a while for simplicity

Simplest Lorentz invariants



nonmagnetic superfluid phase (as He-II)

Phase A, 3 degenerate sub-phases
A2  φ= (0, φ1, 0), A1  φ= (φ1, 0,0), A3  φ= (0, 0, φ1), 

Neutral complex vector field. A-phase in infinite matter

A-sub-phases in semi-infinite matter x<0

A1  φ= (φ1, 0,0) is forbidden since kinetic term   =0

A2  φ= (0, φ1, 0), nonmagnetic superfluid phase

dependence of φ and A only on x

Same solution as was for scalar complex field

A3  φ= (0, 0, φ1), 

<S>=0 since



Ferromagnetic superfluidity: two possibilities ($ ║H, $ ↑↓H),  and $ ┴H

Own magnetic field h1 even at H=0

for 

B1  φ= (0, φ1, φ2), B2  φ= (φ1, 0,φ2), B3  φ= (φ1, φ2,0), 

Neutral complex vector field  B-phase in infinite matter

B1  φ= (0, φ1, iφ1),  

>0

1-order  phase transition  to C-phase if were <0

for m2
sc <0  increasing H yields gain in energy !

Condensate arises even for m2
sc >0 for H>m2

sc/|η| !

In hadronic case e.g. for  ρ condensate  Λ ~1, η~e and C-phase is not realized

profitable is $ ║H for η<0,  or $ ↑↓H for η>0

profitable φ1 =±iφ2

Ferromagnetic superfluidity



own magnetic field even for H=0

Ferromagnetic superfluidity

B2  φ= (φ1, 0,φ2), φ1 =iφ2

B-sub-phases in semi-infinite matter x<0

Condensate also arises for m2
sc >0 for H>m2

sc/|η|

B1  φ= (0, φ1, φ2) has larger  kinetic (surface energy) term then B2   

profitable $ ║H ║y for η<0,  or $ ↑↓H for η>0

Domains, white noise with re-orientation of domains

even for H=0 one of B phases is 
more profitable than  A phases

<

for m2
sc <0  increasing H is profitable !

accompanied by self-rotation

+smaller surface energy



Nonmagnetic superfluid phase

A2  φ= (0, φ1, 0), A1  φ= (φ1, 0,0), A3  φ= (0, 0, φ1), 

Charged complex vector field  
A-phase in infinite matter

A-sub-phases in semi-infinite matter x<0
A1  φ= (φ1, 0,0) ║x is forbidden since kinetic term   =0

A2  φ= (0, φ1, 0), 

Nonmagnetic phase! Condensate and h decouple.

There was no such phase for case of charged scalar field 

<S>=0

for H║z



Superconducting A3 subphase for H║z

For H ≠0 preferable is nonmagnetic subphase 

Condensate differently responses on direction of external field
(compass),  with energy gain or loss taken from external field.

Exo-endo-termic reactions by changing direction of external 
magnetic field            possible applications

Meissner ef. 

Abrikosov lattice



Charged complex vector field  
B-sub-phases in semi-infinite matter

for η<0, e<0  at 

For H →0
Then increasing H (for H <Hc2)

B

also

anti-screening effect  

due to a smaller surface energy

For H >Hc2 at mef
2>0 only B phase is possible

Abrikosov lattice for η>0, e<0, 
No Hc2 for η<0, e<0



(iii) Triplet pairing in time-reversal Dirac semimetals in presence of magnetic 
impurities or 
if exchange interaction is strong

(ii) Paramagnetic Meissner effect in Nb-Ho-Au, superconductivity enhances 
magnetic signal 

(i) 3He-A1 phase in external magnetic field behaves as magnetic superfluid 

(iv) Spin-ordered pairing in heavy-fermion  systems

Spin-triplet pairing in condensed matter

(v) Ferromagnetic behavior of P-wave pairing in Ru-based superconductors  



Spin-triplet pairing in neutral fermion system  

Spin density

BCS:

Relations between ci depend on system under consideration 

QFT:

Cooper gap 

at

In difference with QFT



Spin-triplet pairing. Charged channel

Many new choices, two GL parameters in A phase, no non-magnetic phase

in B phase there arises extra term in effective magnetic moment  

intrinsic magnetism

Zeeman

except case we have considered 

accompanied by self-rotation



3P2 nn pairing in nucleon matter

Order parameters

cf. ~Sk τφ NNπ-cond. interaction 

Now sub-phases with 



Phases at one fixed spin projection:

sub-phases similar to A,B,C phases we have considered 
but now characterized by  various projections m



Some estimates in ВСS approx. (weak coupling): 
nn 3P2 pairing in NS: 

pp 3P2 pairing  if existed in NS (?):

Typical h~1016 G, magnetars (?) 

np 3S1 pairing in nuclei (?):

Peripheral low-energy HIC H~1018G 

In BCS approx. for T<Tc  B-magnetic 3Р2 nn phase in NS matter is less

Beyond BCS, e.g with  UPt3 data  

B phase is profitable,  typical h~1016 G

phase is realized 

owing to intrinsic magnetism

Is profitable for all 

profitable than A (m=0) forT<Tc
but for Tc<T<Tc

BH

+Superfluid self-rotation in B (and C) -phases
growth of TBH

c above 10 MeV

, growth of critical temperature TBH
c 

even within BCS  approx.  is profitable, 

<0

Ferromagnetic superfluidity

No ferromagnetic superfluidity



Conclusion
Condensate of complex scalar field with m2

ef <0: neutral superfluid -
nonmagnetic phase. 1S0 pp pairing-superconductivity: Abrikosov lattice. 
Zeeman coupling and ferromagnetism. Condensates of complex neutral 
fields. Nonmagnetic A superfluid subphases,  and B ferromagnetic superfluid 
subphases (more profitable). Domains. For m2

ef <0  with increasing H gain in 
energy. For m2

ef >0 ferromagnetic superfluidity for H>Hc2 .  
Charged nonmagnetic  and superdiamagnetic A-sub-phases. Ferromagnetic
superconducting B sub-phases (more profitable at some H). Anti-screening. 
Considered triplet pairing in absence of spin-orbit interaction. 
Considered 3P2 nn and pp, and 3S1 np pairings.  BCS estimates and beyond. 

Other relevant issues: 
phases in CSC systems;
superfluidity/superconductivity of systems with roton-like (moat spectrum) 

example of p-wave charged pion condensate;
analogy between ferromagnetic properties  of neutral pion cond. (Г~Sk τφk) and 
dipolar cold Fermi gases; 
condensation of Bose excitations at k≠ 0 in moving, e.g. in rotating systems
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